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Chapterr 2 

2.11 Abstract 

Itt is shown that the N-terminal domain of Photoactive Yellow Protein, which appears relatively 

independentlyy folded in the ground state of the protein, plays a key role in the transient unfolding 

duringg signaling state formation: Genetic truncation of the N-terminal domain of PYP 

significantlyy decreases the extent of cooperativity of the titration curve that describes 

chromophoree protonation in the ground state of PYP, which is in agreement with the notion that 

thee N-terminal domain is linked through a hydrogen-bonding network with the chromophore-

containingg domain of the protein. Furthermore, deletion of the N-terminal domain completely 

abolishess the non-linearity of the Arrhenius plot of the rate of ground-state recovery. 

2.22 Introductio n 

AA major challenge in enzyme 

catalysiss is to define the alterations in spatial 

structuree during functional turnover. This 

problemm can be tackled with e.g. forming 

complexess of an enzyme with its substrate 

and/orr product at room- or cryogenic 

temperaturess (Verschueren et al, 1993; 

Schlichtingg et al, 2000). Nevertheless, these 

approachess have intrinsic limitations that can 

bee avoided by real-time recording of these 

structurall  transitions. This can be done by 

usingg a large array of indirect (spectroscopic) 

techniquess to resolve (details of) protein 

structure,, but has become possible in a very 

powerfull  direct way trough the development 

off  time-resolved Laue diffraction analysis at 

atomicc resolution (Perman et al, 2000). The 

latterr technique can now be used to record 

real-timee movies of the alterations in protein 

structuree during functional turnover from the 

nss to the s time domain. Its application so far, 

however,, is dependent on the availability of 

specificc model proteins, like Myoglobin 

(Srajerr et al, 1996) and Photoactive Yellow 

Proteinn (PYP) (Genick et al, 1997a; Perman 

etet al, 1998) from the purple-sulphur 

bacteriumm Ectothiorhodospira halophila. This 

proteinn is a small water-soluble protein, which 

functionss as the blue-light receptor in a 

behaviorall  response of this bacterium. The 

proteinn can be crystallized in the P63 and P65 

spacee group and through X-ray diffraction it 

wass shown to belong to the family of the a/J3-

foldd proteins (Borgstahl et al, 1995; Van 

Aaltenn et al, 2000). It has two hydrophobic 

cores,, a larger one in which the chromophore 

iss buried, on one side of a large 6-stranded p-

sheett and a smaller one, which is formed by 

thee two N-terminal a-helices covering the 

otherr side of the central [3-sheet. Light 

absorptionn by this photoreceptor protein 

initiatess photo-isomerization of its anionic 4-
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hydroxy-cinnamyll  chromophore, from the 7-

trans,9-cis-trans,9-cis- to the l-cis,9-tram configuration 

(Kortt et al, 1996a; Xie et al, 1996). This 

initiallyy leads to the formation of a series of 

transientt intermediates with a red-shifted 

absorbancee maximum (as compared to the 

groundd state PG446), of which the most stable 

onee (pR-466) decays bi-exponentially to a blue-

shiftedd state (pB355), the tentative signaling 

state.. In a few hundred ms the ground state 

(i.e.(i.e. pG446) has recovered (Meyer et al, 1987; 

Hofff  et al, 1994b; Ujj et al, 1998). This 

changee in configuration of the buried 

chromophoree is relayed to the surface of the 

proteinn in the form of a conformational 

transition,, to allow activation of a downstream 

signall  transduction partner. 

Time-resolvedd Laue diffraction 

experimentss have revealed the structure of this 

signalingg state of PYP: Upon isomerization, 

thee chromophore is protonated by a nearby 

glutamicc acid side chain and subsequently 

exposedd to solvent by rotation across its 

carbon-sulphurr single bond and the 

rearrangementt of two arginine side chains, one 

off  which specifically was shielding the 

chromophoree from solvent in the ground state 

(Genickk et al, 1997a; Perman et al, 1998). 

Thiss signaling state subsequently 

spontaneouslyy relaxes within a second. 

Thiss description of the sequence of events that 

leadd to signaling state formation in PYP has 

beenn challenged by the results of a range of 

biophysicall  techniques that were applied to 

Unfoldingg in the N-terminal domain of PYP 

aqueouss solutions of PYP, including transient 

UV/Vis-,, FTIR- and NMR spectroscopy and 

measurementss of the rate of H/D exchange 

withh mass spectrometry and NMR (Van 

Brederodee et al, 1996; Rubinstenn et al, 

1998;; Hoff et al, 1999; Craven et al, 2000; 

Kandorii  et al, 2000). From these experiments 

itt was concluded that PYP shows a significant 

transientt unfolding in its signaling state, 

equivalentt to about 30 % of the maximal 

unfoldingg upon complete acid- or urea-

inducedd denaturation. This value was 

estimatedd from the apparent change in heat 

capacityy associated with signaling state 

formation,, which can be deduced from the 

deviationn from linearity of the dependence of 

thee photocycle kinetics of PYP on reciprocal-

temperaturee and from the number of hydrogen 

atomss protected from H/D exchange in a light-

dependentt fashion (Van Brederode et al, 

1996;; Hoff et al, 1999). 

AA light-induced conformational 

transition,, very localized within the total 

volumee of the protein, would be very 

unexpectedd also in terms of a molecular 

dynamicsdynamics analysis of PYP in a box of water 

molecules.. This analysis revealed that most 

eigenvectorss of the intrinsic flexibilit y of the 

polypeptidee chain of PYP describe concerted 

motionn along the entire backbone (van Aalten 

etal,etal, 1998). 

Recently,, this apparent controversy regarding 

thee extent of functional unfolding of PYP in its 

signalingg state was resolved through time-
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resolvedd FTIR measurements on a crystal and 

ann aqueous solution of PYP. These 

experimentss revealed that the extent of 

unfoldingg in the signaling state pB, as deduced 

fromm the extent of the changes in the amide-I 

regionn of FTIR difference spectra, is very 

restrictedd when the PYP protein is caught in a 

crystallinee lattice, as compared to the situation 

whenn PYP is dissolved in aqueous solution 

(Xiee et al., 2001). Therefore, the extent of 

transientt unfolding of PYP is steered by the 

mesoscopicc environment of the protein. 

Inn our NMR experiments on PYP we 

noted,, from the relatively high rates of 

backbonee H/D exchange (Craven et al., 2000), 

thatt its N-terminal domain is of low intrinsic 

stability.. We therefore decided to investigate 

thee role of this domain in signaling state 

formationn through an analysis of the properties 

off  N-terminally truncated PYP molecules. 

2.22 Material s and methods 

PYP,, and truncated versions thereof, were 

producedd and isolated as described in (Kort et 

al,al, 1996a) as hexa-histidine tagged apo-

proteinss in Escherichia coli. The N-terminally 

truncatedd variants of PYP (truncated up until 

thee 25th and 27th residue, and referred to as 

A255 and A27, respectively), were made using 

thee polymerase chain reaction, according to 

standardd molecular biological techniques 

(Sambrookk et al., 1989). The sequence of 

primerss for A25 was 5' 

CGGCGGATCCGATGACGATGACAAACT T 

GGCCTTCGGCGCCATCCAGG 3', 5' 

GCGCAAGCTTCTAGACGCGCTTGACGA A 

AGACCCC 31 and for A27 51 CCGCGG 

ATCCGATGACGATGACAAATTCGGCGC C 

CATCCAGCTCGG 3', 5' GCGCAAGCTT 

CTAGACGCGCTTGACGAAGACCCC 3'. As 

aa template, 10 ng of pHISP was used (Kort et 

ai,ai, 1996a). 

pH-titrationss were carried out according to 

(Hofff  et a/., 1997b) using protein solutions in 

100 mM phosphate/100 mM KC1 buffer. 

pKaa values, and n-values (or: Hill coefficients) 

expressingg the degree of cooperativity, were 

calculatedd by fitting the data to equation 1, in 

whichh n describes the steepness of the 

transition. . 

PPG G (1) ) 

Time-resolvedd UV/Vi s spectroscopy was 

carriedd out as described by (Hendriks et ai, 

1999a)) using protein solutions in 50 mM Tris-

HC11 pH 7.5. Protein samples were used with 

andd without prior removal of the hexa-

histidinee tag. No significant differences 

betweenn such samples were noted. 

Thermodynamicc parameters were calculated 

usingg equation 2, in which k, is the rate of 

groundstatee recovery, and h and kb the Planck 

andd Boltzmann constant, respectively. 

In n ;f(7o)) ,wf(r0) AC*  f. T0  TA (2) 
RR RT R X J- T i l l  r y v / 
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Temperaturee induced denaturation 

experimentss were carried out as described in 

(Vann Brederode et ai, 1996) using protein 

solutionss in 50 mM citrate buffer. 

Concentrationn profiles of pBdark and 

pGG as a function of temperature were 

calculatedd from UV/Vi s difference spectra 

usingg global analysis (Van Brederode et ai, 

1996).. We used skewed Gaussian shapes to 

modell  the spectra of pBdark and pG. 

Thee equilibrium constant K. was 

calculatedd from the concentration profiles. 

Beloww 20°C the pBdark concentration is very 

low,, and the estimate heavily depends on the 

correctnesss of the model for the pG spectrum. 

Thereforee we restricted the fit of the 

equilibriumm constant to temperatures above 

15°C.. The data were fitted to equation 3, from 

whichh the thermodynamic parameters were 

derived. . 

i nn y - Wo) -W0) AC, L 7-„  i 7-„  "J (3) 
uii  i\ R RT R yi T -ril l  T j 

2.33 Results and Discussion 

Thee N-terminal domain of PYP in a crystalline 

latticee is folded into two a-helices that range 

fromm residue number 11 - 16 (al) and from 20 

-- 24 (a2). It should be noted, however, that in 

solutionn the second helix displays dihedral 

angless that classify it as a loop (Diix et ai, 

1998).. For deletion of the N-terminal domain 

off  PYP we decided to delete the first 25 and 

277 amino acids, respectively, thus generating 

thee A25 and A27 protein. In this way, Gly-29 

thatt is in van der Waals contact with Glu-46, is 

retained.. Further truncation results in non-

functionall  PYP (Hamada et al, 1998). The 

firstfirst amino acid in the next element of 

secondaryy structure, i.e. pM, is Gly-29. 

Bothh truncated proteins are stably 

producedd as apo-proteins in E. coli and result 

inn functional holo-PYP upon reconstitution 

withh 4-hydroxy-cinnamic acid. The purity 

indexx of both proteins is comparable to that of 

wild-typee PYP, but their absorbance maximum 

iss slightly shifted to shorter wavelength 

(Figuree 1). 

3000 350 400 450 500 550 

wavelengthh (nm) 

Figuree 1: UV-vis absorption spectra of dark-
adaptedd wild-type and truncated PYP. 
Spectraa were taken at room temperature in 10 mM 
Tris,, pH 7.5. Solid line: WT PYP, dotted: A25 PYP, 
dashed:: A27 PYP 

Alsoo their temperature stability has 

significantlyy decreased compared to wild type 

PYPP (see further below). Both are photoactive, 

withh similar photocycle intermediates as the 

wildd type protein. However, the kinetics of the 

recoveryy reaction in the photocycle of both is 
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stronglyy decelerated (see further below). As a 

firstfirst characterization of both proteins, the pH-

titrationn of their chromophore with acid was 

analyzed.. In the wild type protein the 

chromophoree titrates highly cooperatively to 

thee protonated form, presumably because an 

extensivee hydrogen-bonding network, in 

whichh several protonatable residues are 

involved,, must be disrupted. Figure 2a,b 

showss this experiment, with wild type PYP for 

comparison.. A pKa of 2.8  0.16 is obtained, 

withh a Hill  coefficient, expressing this degree 

off  cooperativity, of 1.9  0.05. Both values are 

inn agreement with previous observations 

(Meyer,, 1985; Hoff et a/., 1997b). For the two 

truncatedd proteins a set of spectra was 

obtainedd with a clear isosbestic point at 380 

nm,, indicating that lowering of the pH gives 

risee to a well-defined two-state transition for 

thesee two proteins too. Figure 2b also shows 

thee corresponding titration curves of the A27 

andd A25 truncated PYP proteins. Strikingly, 

whereass the pKa of A25 is unaltered (i.e 2.9

0.16)) and the pKa of A27 has only slightly 

decreasedd (2.4  0.06), the degree of 

cooperativityy in the titration has significantly 

decreased:: To 1.3  0.03 and 1.2  0.02, 

respectively.. This result shows that the N-

terminall  domain is part of the hydrogen-

bondingg network that has to be disrupted 

beforee chromophore protonation can occur at 

loww pH. In agreement with this, we have 

observedd that during formation of the 

photocyclee intermediate with a protonated 

chromophoree i.e. pB, the hydrogen- bonding 

networkk between the N-terminal domain and 

4000 450 

wavelengthh (nm) 

Figuree 2: pH Titratio n of the absorption spectra of wild type and truncated PYP. 
Spectraa were taken at room temperature in 10 mM Tris, 100 mM KC1 between pH 7 and pH 1. A: 
dependencee of the absorption spectra of A27 PYP on pH; B: the relative amplitude of the absorbance in 
thee respective absorption maximum as a function of pH for wild type PYP and the two truncated 
variants.. Theoretical curves (solid lines) were obtained by fitting the data to equation 1. Symbols: 
closedd circles: wild type PYP; open circles: A25 PYP; open triangles: A27 PYP. 
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thee central (3-sheet is altered too (Kandori et 

al,al, 2000). As expected, when PYP is fully 

denaturatedd with 6 M urea, its 4-hydroxy 

cinnamyll  chromophore titrates with a pK of 

8.88 and an n-value of 1 (J. Hendriks, 

unpublishedd observation). 

Too probe the extent of functional 

unfoldingg of the two truncated proteins in the 

signalingg state, we analyzed the temperature 

dependencee of the recovery reaction {i.e. the 

pBB to pG transition (Hoff et al, 1994b)) in 

theirr photocycle. Both proteins show a 

recoveryy reaction (at room temperature and pH 

== 7), which is considerably slower (up to 100-

fold)) than the one of wild type PYP. Of the 

latter,, the rate of the recovery reaction can be 

modulatedd over a large range of time scales by 

adjustingg the pH (Genick et al, 1997a; Hoff et 

al,al, 1997b; Hoff et al, 1999). 

.7-11 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 
0.00300 0.0031 00032 0.0033 0.0034 0.0035 0.0036 

1:'T T 

Figuree 3: Thermodynamic analysis of the rate of 
thee pB to pG transition in the PYP photocycle. 
Thee natural logarithm of the rate constant k is 
shownn as a function of reciprocal temperature. The 
solidd line was obtained by fitting the data to 
equationn 3. Squares: wild type PYP, circles: A25 
PYP,, triangles: A27 PYP. 

Unfoldingg in the N-terminal domain of PYP 

Too avoid any technical complications in the 

measurementt and comparison of photocycle 

recoveryy rates of wild type PYP and its two 

truncatedd derivatives, we analyzed their 

photocyclee recovery kinetics at different pH 

values,, to obtain comparable rates (Figure 3). 

Forr wild type PYP the pH was therefore 

adjustedd to 3.4. For all three proteins kinetics 

weree obtained that were reasonably well fitted 

withh single exponents. Plotting of the natural 

logarithmm of the rates obtained, against 

reciprocall  temperature (Figure 3), shows the 

convexx curve that is well known for wild type 

PYPP (Meyer et al, 1989; Van Brederode et 

al,al, 1996; Hoff et al, 1999). A change in heat 

capacityy associated with the transition from pB 

too pG of -2.5 kJ/mol/K can be calculated from 

thiss degree of curvature, in agreement with the 

valuee reported in (Van Brederode et al, 1996). 

Figuree 3 also shows the corresponding curves 

forr A27 and A25. It is striking that the extent 

off  curvature in these plots for the two proteins 

hass significantly decreased, up to the point that 

forr the A25-protein an essentially linear 

Arrheniuss plot is obtained. From these curves, 

thee thermodynamic parameters as shown in 

Tablee 1 can be calculated. We interpret these 

observationss as evidence that the transient 

functionall  unfolding of PYP in its signaling 

statee has essentially been abolished in the N-

terminallyy truncated derivatives, in particular 

inn the A25 protein. 
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wr r 

A25 5 

427 7 

AS** (J/mol.K) 

222 (0.8) 

-14(1.9) ) 

-322 (0.8) 

\H*lkJ/moll l 

333 (0.2) 

28(0.6) ) 

16(0.2) ) 

AG** (kjtotol) 

266 (0 1) 

322 (0.3) 

26(0.1) ) 

AC„'(kJ/molK) ) 

-2.55 (0.03) 

-0.11 (0.08) 

-1.0(0.03) ) 

Tablee 1: Thermodynamic parameters of the * 
recoveryy step of the PYP photocycle. The values 
off  the thermodynamic activation parameters 
describingg the recovery in both wild type and 
truncatedd PYP were calculated from the fits of the 
dataa from Figure 3. Values at 298 K are shown. The 
valuess between brackets are the standard deviations 
inn the thermodynamic parameter, 
accordingg to the least squares fit of the data to 
equationn 2. 

Bothh truncated proteins, but 

especiallyy A25, already show room 

temperature-inducedd unfolding at 

physiologicall  pH values. In wil d type PYP, 

thiss room temperature-induced denaturation 

onlyy takes place at low pH (Van Brederode et 

ai,ai, 1996). In Figure 1, which shows spectra 

takenn at room temperature and pH 7.5, the 

formationn of a pB like intermediate is already 

slightlyy visible in the two truncated variants. 

Wee analyzed the thermodynamic parameters 

off  this equilibrium at low pH in both the wild 

typee and in the two truncated proteins. From 

thee temperature dependent spectra, 

concentrationn profiles were determined using a 

globall  analysis technique, as described in (Van 

Brederodee et al, 1996). The resulting 

equilibriumm constant K has been plotted 

againstt reciprocal temperature in Figure 4. 

- * - ii  1  1  1  1  1 — 
000300 00031 0.0032 0.0033 0 0034 0.0035 

1/T T 

Figuree 4: Temperature dependence of the 
equilibriumm constant that characterizes the 
reversiblee thermal denaturation of PYP. 
Thee concentration profiles of pG and pBdark were 
usedd to calculate the temperature dependence of 
equilibriumm constant K. The solid line was obtained 
byy fitting the data to equation 3. Squares: wild type 
PYP,, circles: A25 PYP, triangles: A27 PYP. 

Fromm these curves, the thermodynamic 

parameterss as shown in Table 2 were derived. 

Again,, the changes in heat capacity in the 

truncatedd proteins have decreased compared to 

wil dd type protein, but by far not as drastically 

ass during the functional unfolding, as 

measuredd from the temperature dependence of 

thee recovery rate of the ground state of the 

threee proteins. These results confirm that all 

threee proteins considered in this study show 

thee expected extent of heat capacity change 

uponn temperature denaturation: Only a slight 

decreasee is observed in the two truncated 

variants,, which may partly be due to their 

decreasedd size. 
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wr r 
425 5 

42? ? 

\SS (J/mol K) 

135 5 

92 2 

74 4 

AHH (kj/mol) 

46 6 

30 0 

27 7 

AGG (kj/mol) 

6 1 1 

2 3 3 

5 2 2 

ACp(kJ/molK) ) 

2 2 2 

1 6 6 

22 1 

Tablee 2: Thermodynamic parameters of the 
equilibriu mm between the pG and pBdark form of 
PYPP at 298 K and pH 3.4. The values of the 
thermodynamicc parameters describing the 
equilibriumm in both wild type and truncated PYP 
weree calculated from the fits of the data from 
Figuree 4. The uncertainty in AS, AH and ACp is 
aboutt 10%, whereas in AG it is about 3%. 

Inn this study we have not addressed 

thee striking deceleration of the recovery rate of 

thee photocycle in the two truncated variants 

(approximatelyy 10 and 100-fold in A27 and 

A25,, respectively; Van der Horst et al., 

unpublishedd experiments). We assume that the 

thermodynamicc barrier for re-isomerization of 

thee chromophore to the trans configuration is 

aa crucial factor determining this rate. With the 

currentlyy available information we cannot 

providee an explanation for the observed 

differencess in recovery rate between PYP and 

itss two truncated variants. Detailed insight into 

thee spatial structure of the latter two will be 

requiredd for this. Current work focuses on the 

resolutionn of the X-ray structure of these two 

variants. . 

Althoughh we show in this study that 

particularlyy A25 has lost its thermodynamic 

unfoldingg characteristics, recent probe-binding 

studiess in our group support the notion that 

evenn in this truncated protein chromophore 

exposuree to the solvent still occurs (Hendriks 

etet ai, 2002). These probe-binding experiments 

mayy provide a selective tool to assay the 

functionall  dynamic alterations in the structure 

off  PYP near the chromophore-binding site. 

PYPP has only a single tryptophan 

(Trpll9),, which is located far from the 

chromophoree and is clamped between the 

centrall  f3-sheet and the two N-terminal a-

helices.. Tip emission is enhanced and slightly 

bluee shifted in pB compared to pG, which 

pointss to a more non-polar environment for 

thiss tryptophan in the signaling state (Th. 

Genschh et al., unpublished). This further 

supportss the notion that in the conformational 

changess in the pB state of wild type PYP also 

thee N-terminal domain is involved. 

Thee experiments reported in this 

paperr show the importance of a concerted 

motionn in a large part of the photoactive 

yelloww protein, upon signaling state formation. 

Thiss motion gives rise to a very unexpected 

temperaturee dependence of the rate of catalysis 

off  ground-state recovery. Since large 

conformationall  transitions may be abundant in 

signall  transduction (Wall et a!., 2000), such 

temperaturee dependence may be observable in 

thee activity of other signal-transducing 

proteinss as well. 
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